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Abstract. With rapid changes in the modern communication environment such as
wireless mesh networks and cloud storing, it is necessary to put forward a kind more
flexible and general architecture to adapt it. But the overwhelming majority of passwordauthenticated key agreement protocols using chaotic maps are based on three architectures
(client/server, two clients/server and multi-server) and four security models (heuristic
security, random oracle, ideal cipher and standard model). Moreover, most of the key
exchange schemes adopting chaotic maps are usually by symmetric cryptography for exchanging some information. This will lead to a high calculated amount. Therefore, the
paper will wipe out the symmetric cryptography, and only use chaotic maps, a secure
pseudo-random function to construct a provable secure password authenticated key agreement protocol towards multiple servers to server architecture in the standard model. The
new protocol resists dictionary attacks mounted by either passive or active network intruders, allowing, in principle, even weak password phrases to be used safely. It also
offers perfect forward secrecy, privacy protection and some others security attributes.
Finally, we give the security proof in the standard model and the efficiency analysis of
our proposed scheme.
Keywords:Key exchange, Mutual authentication, Chaotic maps, Multiple servers to
server

1. Introduction. In 1998, Baptista [1] firstly connects cryptography with chaos theory.
As a fundamental cryptographic primitive, key agreement protocol allows two or more
parties to agree on shared keys which will be used to protect their later communication. Then, conbiming chaos theory and key agreement primitive, many authenticated
key exchange (AKE) protocols [2-9] have been proposed. The literature [3] firstly proposed a new one-way authenticated key agreement scheme (OWAKE) based on chaotic
maps with multi-server architecture. The OWAKE scheme is widely used to no need for
mutual authentication environment on Internet, such as readers-to-journalists model and
patient-to-expert model. Using the chaotic maps, the literature [4] firstly proposed a new
multiple servers to server architecture (MSTSA) to solve the problems caused by centralized architecture, such as multi-server architecture with the registration center (RC). The
core ideas of the proposed scheme are the symmetry (or called peer to peer) in the servers
side and the transparency for the clients side. In brief, based on chaotic maps, there were
many AKE protocols from functionality aspect, or from efficiency aspect, or from security
aspect, or from architecture aspect to improve the AKE protocols.
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Recently, Multi-server authenticated key agreement (MSAKA) architecture is more
popular among the AKE protocols which aim to register at the registration center for log
in other servers without register repeatedly. MSAKA protocols mainly want to solve the
problems in a traditional single server with authentication schemes [11-14] which lead to
the fact that user has to register to different servers separately. On a macro level MSAKA
protocols can be divided into three phases in chronological order:
(1) the creative phase: The pioneer work in the field was proposed by Li et al. [15]
in 2001. However, Lin et al. [16] pointed out that Li et al.s scheme takes long time to
train neural networks and an improved scheme based on ElGamal digital signature and
geometric properties on the Euclidean plane has also been given.
(2) the development phase: the main work in this phase is amended repeatedly. For
example, Tsai [17] also proposed an efficient multi-server authentication scheme based on
one-way hash function without a verification table. Because Tsais scheme only uses the
nonce and one-way hash function, the problems associated with the cost of computation
can be avoided in the distributed network environment. However, some researchers [18]
pointed out that Tsais scheme is also vulnerable to server spoofing attacks by an insider
server and privileged insider attacks, and does not provide forward secrecy.
(3) the diversification phase: the research emphasis shifts to functionality. Therefore,
identity-based MSAKA protocols, based on bilinear pairings or elliptic curve cryptosystem
(ECC) MSAKA protocols, dynamic identity-based MSAKA protocols and other MSAKA
protocols came up recently[18-20].
Based on the chaotic maps, we believe MSAKA protocols is not a general solution
because only one centralized registration center cannot handle so complex network environment. So based on our previous studies [4], we believe that we should design an AKE
protocol in a more general architecture. So we propose the first towards mltiple servers
to server architecture key exchange protocol using chaotic maps in standard model.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Some preliminaries are given in Section 2.
Next, a novel chaotic maps problem is described in Section 3. Then, the non-interactive
twin chaotic maps-key exchange protocol is given in Section 4. The Security of our
proposed protocol is given in Section 5. The efficiency analysis of our proposed protocol
and some feasible applications are given in Section 6. This paper is finally concluded in
Section 7.
2. Preliminaries.
2.1. Pseudo-random function ensembles. If a function ensemble F = {Fn }n∈N is
pseudo-random [21], then for every probabilistic polynomial oracle A and all large enough
n, we have that: Adv F (A) = | Pr[AFn (1n ) = 1] − Pr[AGn (1n ) = 1]| < ε(n),
where G = {Gn }n∈N is a uniformly distributed function ensemble, ε(n) is a negligible
function, Adv F = maxA {Adv F (A)} denotes all oracle A, and Adv F (A) represents the
accessible maximum.
2.2. Definition and hard problems of Chebyshev chaotic maps. Let n be an integer and let x be a variable with the interval [−1, 1]. The Chebyshev polynomial [9]
Tn (x) : [−1, 1] → [−1, 1] is defined as Tn (x) = cos(ncos−1 (x)). Chebyshev polynomial
map Tn : R → R of degree n is defined using the following recurrent relation:
Tn (x) = 2xTn−1 (x) − Tn−2 (x), where n ≥ 2, T0 (x) = 1, and T1 (x) = x.
The first few Chebyshev polynomials are:
T2 (x) = 2x2 − 1, T3 (x) = 4x3 − 3x, T4 (x) = 8x4 − 8x2 + 1, ... ...
One of the most important properties is that Chebyshev polynomials are the so-called
semi-group property which establishes that Tr (Ts (x)) = Trs (x).
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An immediate consequence of this property is that Chebyshev polynomials commute under composition Tr (Ts (x)) = Ts (Tr (x)).
In order to enhance the security, Zhang [10] proved that semi-group property holds for
Chebyshev polynomials defined on interval (−∞, +∞). The enhanced Chebyshev polynomials are used in the proposed protocol: Tn (x) = (2xTn−1 (x) − Tn−2 (x))(modN ),
where n ≥ 2, x ∈ (−∞, +∞), and N is a large prime number. Obviously,
Trs (x) = Tr (Ts (x)) = Ts (Tr (x)).
Definition 2.1. (Semi-group property) Semi-group property of Chebyshev polynomials:
Trs (x) = Tr (Ts (x)) = cos(rcos−1 (scos−1 (x))) = cos(rscos−1 (x)) = Ts (Tr (x)) = Tsr (x),
where r and s are positive ingeger and x ∈ [−1, 1].
Definition 2.2. (Chaotic Maps-Based Discrete Logarithm (CDL) problem)
Given x and y, it is intractable to find the integer s, such that Ts (x) = y. The probability
that a polynomial time-bounded algorithm A can solve the CDL problem is defined as
AdvACDL (p) = Pr[A(x, y) = r : r ∈ Zp∗ , y = Tr (x) mod p].
Definition 2.3. (CDL assumption) For any probabilistic polynomial time-bounded algorithm A, AdvACDL (p) is negligible, that is, AdvACDL (p) ≤ ε , for some negligible function
ε.
Definition 2.4. (Chaotic Maps-Based Diffie-Hellman (CDH) problem)
Given x,Tr (x),and Ts (x), it is intractable to find Trs (x).The probability that a polynomial
time-bounded algorithm A can solve the CDH problem is defined as
AdvACDH (p) = Pr[A(x, Tr (x) mod p, Ts (x) mod p) = Trs (x) mod p : r, s ∈ Zp∗ ].
Definition 2.5. (CDH assumption) For any probabilistic polynomial time-bounded algorithm A, AdvACDH (p) is negligible, that is, AdvACDH (p) ≤ ε, for some negligible function
ε.
2.3. Practical Environment. The literature [4] firstly proposed a new multiple servers
to server architecture (MSTSA), and now we set a prototype example in practical environment.
denote the five rounds in Fig.1 respectively. We assume Alice wants to
establish a session key with ServerB for getting the service of ServerB. So the initiator Alice
broadcasts (A, ServerA, ServerB) in . Because Alice have already registered on ServerA,
ServerA can use registered verifiers and ephemeral random numbers to authenticate Alice
for helping ServerB in . In ServerA and ServerB will deliver the sensitive information
to each other with Chaotic maps cryptosystem after authenticating each other. At the
same time, ServerB will compute the session key with Alice after authenticating Alice and
ServerA. In , ServerA sends sensitive information to Alice and finally Alice use sensitive
information and the her own secret ephemeral random number to compute the session
key with ServerB. (The same way for other servers and users)
3. The Proposed Protocol. In this section, under the multiple servers to server architecture, a chaotic maps-based password authentication key agreement scheme is proposed
which consists of three phases: registration phase, authentication key agreement phase
and password update phase.
3.1. Notations. In this section, any server i has its identity IDSi and public key (x, TKi (x))
and a secret key Ki based on Chebyshev chaotic maps, a secure one-way hash function
H(·) and a pseudo-random function F. The concrete notations used hereafter are shown
in Table1.
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Figure 1. An example for practical environment of multiple servers to
server architecture
Table 1. Notations

3.2. Registration phase. Concerning the fact that the proposed scheme mainly relies
on the design of Chebyshev chaotic maps-based in multiple servers to server architecture,
it is assumed that Alice can register at the serverA by secure channel and view the
serverA as her own registration center to login on other servers for some services. The
same assumption can be set up for users. Fig.2 illustrates the users registration phase.
Step 1.When a user Alice wants to be a new legal user, she chooses her identity IDA
and password P WA . Then Alice computes HP WA = H (IDA ||P WA ||TKA (x)) and sends
{IDA , HP WA } to the server via a secure channel.
Step 2. Upon receiving {IDA , HP WA } from the Alice, the serverA stores {IDA , HP WA }
in a secure way.
3.3. Preprocessing of TID. For simplicity, we construct a function to produce For
simplicity, we construct a function to produce T IDi , the temporary identity of party i for
clients or servers. Without loss of generality, we assume party i sends a T IDi to party j
using (x, TKj (x)) for covering IDi but only party j can recover the IDi .
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Figure 2. Server or a authenticated expert registration phase
The party i selects a large and random integer t, and computes Tt (x), Ct = Tt TKj (x)IDi ,
F T IDi = FIDi (Ct ||Tt (x)). Then the party i sends {Tt (x), Ct , F T IDi } to the party j. After
receiving the message {Tt (x), Ct , F T IDi } from the party i, the party j will use Tt (x) and
his own secret key Kj to recover IDi = Ct /TKj Tt (x) = Ct /Tt TKj (x). Then the party j
?

check if FIDi (Ct ||Tt (x)) = F T IDi . If above equation holds, the party j deems the IDi is
legal identity. Otherwise, the party j terminates the session.
3.4. Authenticated key agreement phase.
Remark 3.1. We omit the production of temporary identity T IDi . The concrete process
can be found in the Section 3.3.
This concrete process is presented in the following Fig. 3.
Step 1.If Alice wishes to consult some personal issues establish with ServerB in a secure
way, but Alice has not register at ServerB. So in our multiple servers to server architecture,
Alice need not register at ServerB and she just uses her account at the ServerA to login in
ServerB. Alice will choose a large and random a. Then the device of Alice will compute
Ta (x), CA1 = Ta THP WA TKA (x), and M acAS = FTa TKA (x) (IDSession ||CA1 ). After that,
Alice sends {T IDA , T IDSB , CA1 , M acAS } to ServerA where she registers on.
Step 2.After receiving the message {T IDA , T IDSB , CA1 , M acAS } from Alice, ServerA
will do the following tasks: (1) ServerA uses HP WA to compute Ta (x) = CA1 /THP WA TKA (x).
(2) ServerA examines whether M acAS = FTa TKA (x) (IDSession ||CA1 ) is valid in terms of the
(IDSession ||CA1 ). (3) ServerA selects a large and random integer Sa to compute TSa (x),
CA2 = Ta TSa TKB (x), M acSAB = FTa TKB (x) (IDSession ||CA2 )
and sends {T IDA , T IDSA , CA2 , TSa (x) , M acSAB } to ServerB.
Step 3.After receiving the message {T IDA , T IDB , CA2 , TSa (x) , M acSAB } from ServerA,
ServerB will uses KB to compute Ta (x) = CA2 /TSa TKB (x) = CA2 /TKB TSa (x). Then
ServerB examines whether M acSAB = FTa TKB (x) (IDSession ||CA2 ) is valid in terms of the
(IDSession ||CA2 ). ServerB selects a large and random integer Sb and computes TSbb (x),
CA3 = TSbb THP WB Ta (x), M acSB = FTa Tb (x) (IDSession ||CA3 ) and sends
{T IDA , T IDSB , CA3 , TSb (x), M acSBA } to ServerA. And then ServerB computes the session key is SK = FTSb Ta (x) (1).
Step 4.After receiving the message {T IDA , T IDSB , CA3 , TSb (x), M acSBA }, ServerA
uses KA to compute CA0 3 = TKA TSb (x) = TSb TKA (x) = CA3 . Then ServerA examines
whether M acSBA = FTKA TSb (IDSession ||CA3 ) is valid in terms of the (IDSession ||CA3 ). If
holds, ServerA selects a large and random integer Saa and computes TSaa (x), CA4 =
TSaa THP WA TSb (x), M acSA = FTSaa THP WA (IDSession ||CA4 )
and sends {IDA , IDSB , CA4 , TSaa (x) , M acSA } to Alice.
Step 5.After receiving the message {T IDA , T IDSB , CA4 , TSaa (x) , M acSA } from ServerA,
Alice will uses HP WA to compute TS (x) = CA4 /TSaa THP WA (x) = CA4 /THP WA TSaa (x).
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Figure 3. Authenticated key agreement phase
Then Alice examines whether M acSA = FTHP WA TSaa (x) (IDSession ||CA2 ) is valid in terms of
the (IDSession ||CA4 ). If holds, Alice computes the session key is SK = FTa TSb (x) (1).
If any authenticated process does not pass, the protocol will be terminated immediately.
3.5. Password update phase. This concrete process is presented in the following Fig.
4.
Step 1.If Alice wishes to update her password with ServerA, Alice will choose a new
memorable password P WAε . Then the device of Alice will compute
HP WAε = H (IDA ||P WAε ||TKA (x)), THP WAε (x), CA1 = THP WAε (x)THP WA TKA (x) and
M acAS = FTHP W ε TKA (x) (IDA ||IDSA ||CA1 ). After that, Alice sends {T IDA , CA1 , M acAS }
A
to ServerA where she registers on.
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Figure 4. Password update phase
Step 2.After receiving the message {T IDA , CA1 , M acAS } from Alice, ServerA will do
the following tasks: (1) ServerA uses HP WA to compute THP WAε (x) = CA1 /THP WA TKA (x).
(2) ServerA examines whether M acAS = FTHP W ε TKA (x) (IDA ||IDSA ||CA1 ) is valid in terms
A
of the (IDA ||IDSA ||CA1 ). (3) If holds, ServerA computes
M acSA = FTHP WA THP W ε (x) (IDA ||IDSA ||Ta (x)) and sends {IDA , IDSA , M acSA } to Alice.
A
Replaces the HP WA byHP WAε .
Step 3.After receiving the message {T IDSA , M acSA } from ServerA, Alice will uses
HP WA , HP WAε to compute M acεSA = FTHP WA THP W ε (x) (IDA ||IDSA ||THP WAε (x)) to verify
A
M acSA . If holds, Alice replaces the HP WA byHP WAε .
4. Security Consideration. The section a theorem concerning the semantic security of
our proposed protocol is given.
4.1. Security Model. We recall the protocol syntax and communication model [22-24].
The basic descriptions and some queries are shown in Table 2.
4.2. Security Proof.
Theorem 4.1. Let Γ be a PAKE protocol towards multiple servers to server architecture
described in Fig.3. Let F : {0, 1}n → {0, 1}l(n) be a pseudo-random function ensembles. Because the DDH assumption holds in enhanced Chebyshev chaotic maps, then
2
2 +(q +q )2
M ST SA−P AKE
e
s
(t, R) ≤ 4qe +4qs2N
Advx,T
+ 2(qe + qs )Adv F + 2(min{qe , qr }+
u ,F
1
,
(qe +qs )2 qs
qs
DDH
min{qs , qr })Adv F + 2(qe + qs )Advx,T
+
+
n−1
u
2
N1
2N
where n is a safe parameter, l() is a function that can be computed in polynomial time. N1
is a large prime number, u, Tu (x) are the private and public keys of the server, qe , qr , qs
represent the maximum number of Execute and Test that the adversary can inquire, and
DDH
queries from Send-Client and Send-Server, N is the password dictionary Ds size, Advx,T
u
represents the probability of breaking the DDH hypothesis, and Adv F denotes the probability of breaking the pseudo-random function ensembles.
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Table 2. Descriptions the model and the queries

In order to make the security proof simple, we firstly point out the differences between
the literature [23] and our proposed protocol. Then we give the differences between the
literature [24] and our proposed protocol. Finally, we will get the theorem 4.1.
(1) The differences between the literature [23] and our proposed protocol.
Using enhanced Chebyshev chaotic maps to replace ElGamal encryption. To be specific,
x2
g , rg x1 , Zg x1 and g x1 hx2 in the literature [23] should be replaced by Tx2 (x), rTx1 (x), ZTx1 (x)
and Tx1 (x)Tx2 (h), respectively.
The birthday paradox should be used to replace the probability of random events when
the event collision occurs. According to the birthday paradox, the probability of collisions
in output Tn (x) is at most qs2 /2N1 , where qs denotes the maximum number of Send-Client
and Send-Server queries.
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According to the birthday paradox, the probability of collisions in output Tn (x) is at
most (qs + qe )2 /2N1 , where qs denotes the maximum number of Send-Client and SendServer queries, qe denotes the maximum number of Execute queries. Hence, the probability of distinguishing M ac∗∗ with random integers is (qs + qe )2 /2N1 .
(2) The differences between the literature [24] and our proposed protocol.
We convert the low entropy secret password PW to high entropy cryptography key by a
one-way hash function HP WA = H (IDA ||P WA ||TKA (x)) which is more secure way than
the literature [24] only stored password in the server database.
Our proposed protocol has one less M ac∗∗ for each party, so there is must have one less
(qs + qe )2 /2N1 . Our proposed protocol sets up in multiple servers to server architecture
which has only one password with the RC server. That means one Send-Client query will
test only one password in the same set. So in our protocol, when relating with N (N is
the password dictionary Ds size), and it is must be multiplied by 1/2.
The detailed descriptions of these games and lemmas are analogous to those in literature
[24], with the differences discussed above, and therefore, they are omitted.
Theorem 4.2. Our proposed two-realm PAKE protocol ensures key privacy against the
server based on the fact that DDH assumption holds in the enhanced Chebyshev chaotic
maps and F is a secure pseudo-random function ensemble, and
k
DDH
+ 2qe Adv F , where qe and qs denote the maximum number of
AdvDp (Λkp ) ≤ 4qs Advx,T
u
queries to the oracle Execute and Send-Client.
The proof of Theorem 4.2 is similar to that of Theorem 5.2 in [23] and Theorem 3 in
[24]. The difference between our proposed protocol and the literature [23] is that we just
replace the enhanced Chebyshev chaotic map values with the ElGamal discrete logarithm
values. The difference between our proposed protocol and the literature [24] is that our
proposed protocol is designed in different realm with different password, so some changed
details can be described in the section 4.2(2).
Next, from the Table 3, we can see that the proposed scheme can provide secure session
key agreement, perfect forward secrecy and so on. As a result, the proposed scheme is
more secure and has much functionality compared with the recent related scheme.
Table 3. Security comparison existing protocols for 3PAKE based on
Chebyshev chaotic maps and our protocol

5. Efficiency Analysis. Compared to RSA and ECC, Chebyshev polynomial computation problem offers smaller key sizes, faster computation, as well as memory, energy and
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bandwidth savings. In our proposed protocol, no time-consuming modular exponentiation and scalar multiplication on elliptic curves are needed. However, Wang [9] proposed
several methods to solve the Chebyshev polynomial computation problem.
To be more precise, on an Intel Pentium4 2600 MHz processor with 1024 MB RAM,
where n and p are 1024 bits long, the computational time of a one-way hashing operation,
a symmetric encryption/decryption operation, an elliptic curve point multiplication operation and Chebyshev polynomial operation is 0.0005s, 0.0087s, 0.063075s and 0.02102s
separately [28]. Moreover, the computational cost of XOR operation could be ignored
when compared with other operations.
For simplicity, the literatures [16-19] in the different realms architecture, we omit the
comparisons table detailedly. The reason is that our proposed protocol are mainly based
on chaotic maps algorithms which is more efficient than the other algorighms, such as
RSA and ECC, in the literatures [16-19].
Table 4 shows performance comparisons between our proposed scheme and the literature
of [23-27] in three-party architecture with chaotic maps.
Table 4. Cost comparison existing protocols for 3PAKE based on Chebyshev chaotic maps and our protocol

6. Conclusion. In this paper, we conduct a comprehensive and general study of PAKE
protocol over standard model using chaotic maps towards MSTSA. As far as we know,
there is no general and extensible architecture about distributed network environment
based on chaotic maps has been proposed. Through our exploration, we firstly clarify
that the PAKE scheme using chaotic maps towards multiple servers to server architecture
is more suitable for the real environment. Then, we proposed a suitable protocol that
covers those goals and offered an efficient protocol that formally meets the proposed
security definition. Finally, after comparing with related literatures respectively, we found
our proposed scheme has satisfactory security, efficiency and functionality. Therefore, our
protocol is more suitable for practical applications.
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